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The cafeteria has the most beautiful view of the sea to enjoy while sipping on your coffee or drink.

On sunny days, the bay turns into a pleasurable spot perfect for meeting with friends or reading a

book. It is worth mentioning that free tapas accompany each order. Usually it’s an ‘empanada con

atun’ for drinks or a biscuit for coffee. You can visit the place on the way to Ferrol’s beach – Playa de

Caranza.



Platea Amborage

If you are looking for a truly Spanish spot surrounded by the high palm trees, look no further!  You

can choose between the table outside to get some precious vitamin D under the sun or the sit inside,

which enables you to work during your flexi office hours. The café offers free Wi-Fi, calm, but can be

a bit noisy with loud music. Also enjoy the free churros with each coffee purchase.

Tips&Tricks: They are open also during the siesta time <3



SKADA. Terraza Mondoa

Do you know that Spain has only 5 unique cafeterias reconstructed in the gaps between the buildings

and one of them you can find in Ferrol? If that sounds interesting, you should head to SKADA right

away and spoil yourself with coffee and original Spanish cheesecake. No need to bring a book or

laptop for working – I bet you won’t be able to focus on anything but glass ceiling and wooden

design. What’s more, if you find yourself hungry, don’t look too far – in the second part of the place

you will find a cosy restaurant.

Tips&Tricks: Try to look for an extra set of doors to get out ;)





Eder

A simple menu that makes ordering easy for the starving! Delicious burgers made with passion and

the highest quality ingredients will make your mouth to drool. When you add to this affordable

prices, you will find the best spot to enjoy American burgers!

Tips&Tricks: Whenever you’d like to travel around the world quickly (at least while discovering

original cuisine), you may hop into The Australian restaurant next to Eder. Don’t be misled by the

name - you may not find any kangaroos or koalas there, but rather traditional Galician raxo, frutti di

mare, a wide range of beers and much more!



La Frontera

You’ll be surprised how close to Lugo flat you might find a place to grab a drink. They stand out with

a great offer – you buy ‘a card’ for 10 euros, which allows you to have 3 different drinks whenever

you want. In case you look for more fancy alcohol, there's an option to purchase a 12 euro card.

Within each drink, they stamp your card, so you know how many drinks have left ☺



Derby Cafe

Malle: “They have good vintage music and they organise different live-concerts. As well for people
who want to put together working on a laptop and having a coffee- they have free Wifi there. As well
newspapers to read:) “

Sandra: “Live concerts from locals. Cool intimate vibe.”





Bar Cafelito

Every Friday night Gloria will welcome you at the bar with a glass of Estrella Galicia or tequila shots if

you’re not scared ☺ On your way to Cafelito, you may meet Lucia, Martin, Nestor or other Xeracion’s

friends willing to relax after long week with billiards and table football.

Pastelería Cafetería Valencia Ultramar

Another spot on the map of everyone who has the sweet tooth. It offers the best tiny cakes

(‘pasteles’) in the whole town and is approximately a 10 minute walk from Plaza de Espana. During

the summer time, they also serve delicious ice creams. As well, you get a free tapas for each order!



Bar Oslo

Cheap beer, tasty coffee, tables in the middle of Plaza de Constitution with the view of Canton and

above all – the amazing, cheerful staff! Highly recommended to grab a coffee before English classes

with seniors or on the way to Escuela Oficial de Idiomas. Also, if you run out of food in the morning

and your hungry stomach doesn’t let you work,  come here to try Spanish breakfast for only 2.5 euro.

Tips&Tricks: Maybe it’s good to try having English classes outside the Afundacion? ☺

La Bola de Oro

Talking about churros… The ultimate, MUST-TRY for every sweetaholic! Churros are a pastry treat

that is fried in stripes, curls or spirals. They are reminiscent of doughnuts, though they are more

crispy. You may enjoy them plain, rolled in cinnamon sugar or dipped in a cup of hot chocolate. Even

if the venue looks a bit old-fashioned, you won’t be disappointed!

Tips&Tricks: Take away is available here! Packed churros look slightly like packed French fries with

ketchup in tiny cup.

Zahara

It will probably be the first place you visit with the other volunteers after arrival to Ferrol. It’s

Xeracion’s tradition to start your project with a piece of real Spanish tortilla (don’t mistake it with

wraps filled with tuna, chicken or veggies!). Also highly recommended to try out tapas that you can

find by the bar with a glass of wine or Estrella Galicia beer.

Sir Lincoln

Speaking of Spanish tortillas… Another place serving this tasty dish is located only a 3 minute walk

away from Lugo flat. The venue looks slightly outdated, however sometimes it’s the key to try

something homemade without visiting Spanish friends at their place ☺
Tips&Tricks: Grand Tortilla is enormous! Best enjoyed with 3 other friends.


